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War in the Balkans, 1991-2002 - Comprehensive History of
Wars Provoked by Yugoslav Collapse: Balkan Region in
World Politics, Slovenia and Croatia, Bosnia-Herzegovina,
Kosovo, Greece, Turkey, Cyprus 2016-12-11
this book was written to address the need for a comprehensive history of the balkan wars provoked
by the collapse of the yugoslav federation in 1991 these wars and the instability that they have
provoked became preoccupations for international security management through the 1990s after an
initial phase of distancing and hesitation balkan conflict drew the united states and its most
important european allies into an open ended commitment to peace enforcement conflict
management and peace building in the region importantly supported by the u s army these efforts
are still underway and significant tensions and potential flashpoints remain in place within former
yugoslavia and the entire southeastern european area the lessons learned from the new balkan wars
and the successes and failures of u s and international engagement provide a significant foundation
for future efforts to manage intractable regional conflict dr nation s work has been supported by a
research grant provided by the u s army war college and is published under the auspices of the
strategic studies institute the army war college s primary mission is to prepare new generations of
strategic leaders to assume positions of responsibility within the u s armed forces and civilian arms
of the national security system that mission includes a serious confrontation with the most pressing
security issues of our time to include the nature of contemporary armed conflict and the changing
nature of war itself the balkan conflict of the 1990s as a case study in state failure and medium
intensity warfare international conflict management and intervention and u s military engagement
provides an excellent framework for asking basic questions about the dynamic of international
security at the dawn of a new millennium war in the balkans 1991 2002 is intended to provide a
foundation for addressing such questions by surveying events in both contemporary and larger
historical perspectives and posing preliminary conclusions concerning their larger meaning there
will regretfully be other situations comparable in broad outline to the violent decline and fall of
socialist yugoslavia the policies of the international community in the yugoslav imbroglio have been
criticized widely as ineffective however in the end after years of futility the conflict could be
contained only by a significant international military intervention spearheaded by the united states
and a long term multilateral commitment to post conflict peace building few would wish to pose the
outcome as a model to be emulated but it should be a case from which we can learn chapter 1 the
balkan region in world politics chapter 2 the balkans in the short 20th century chapter 3 the state of
war slovenia and croatia 1991 92 chapter 4 the land of hate bosnia herzegovina 1992 95 chapter 5
war and revenge in kosovo 1998 99 chapter 6 greece turkey cyprus chapter 7 the balkans between
war and peace

Civic Wars 1997
historian mary p ryan traces the fate of public life and the emergence of ethnic class and gender
conflict in the 19th century city using as examples new york new orleans and san francisco ryan
illustrates the way in which american cities of the 19th century were as full of cultural differences
and as fractured by social and economic changes as any metropolis today 41 photos

A History of the Sepoy War in India, 1857-58 1880
existing studies of the vietnam war have been written mostly from an american perspective using
western sources and viewing the conflict through western eyes this book based on extensive original
research including vietnamese chinese and former soviet sources presents a history of the war from
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the perspective of the vietnamese communists it charts relations with moscow and beijing showing
how the involvement of the two major communist powers changed over time and how the
vietnamese despite their huge dependence on the chinese and the soviets were most definitely in
charge of their own decision making overall it provides an important corrective to the many one
sided studies of the war and presents a very interesting new perspective

A History of the Sepoy War in India, 1857-1858 1876
a vivid sensitive portrait of a small tradition bound community coming to terms with modernity
under the most adverse of conditions observer review many scholars have tried to assess adolf hitler
s influence on the german people usually focusing on university towns and industrial communities
most of them predominately protestant or religiously mixed this work by walter rinderle and bernard
norling however deals with the impact of the nazis on oberschopfheim a small rural overwhelmingly
catholic village in baden wuerttemberg in southwestern germany this incisively written book raises
fundamental questions about the nature of the third reich the authors portray the nazi regime as
considerably less totalitarian than is commonly assumed hardly an exemplar of the efficiency for
which germany is known and neither revered nor condemned by most of its inhabitants the authors
suggest that oberschopfheim merely accepted nazi rule with the same resignation with which so
many ordinary people have regarded their governments throughout history based on village and
county records and on the direct testimony of oberschopfheimers this book will interest anyone
concerned with contemporary germany as a growing economic power and will appeal to the
descendants of german immigrants to the united states because of its depiction of several
generations of life in a german village an excellent study describes in rich detail the political
economic and social structures of a village in southwestern germany from the turn of the century to
the present publishers weekly a lively informative treatise that puts a human face on history south
bend tribune this very readable story emphasizes continuities within change in german historical
development during the twentieth century american historical review

History of the War in Afghanistan 1878
the essays in anticipating total war explore the discourse on war in germany and the united states
between 1871 and 1914 the concept of total war provides the analytical focus the essays reveal
vigorous discussions of warfare in several forums among soldiers statesmen women s groups and
educators on both sides of the atlantic predictions of long cataclysmic wars were not uncommon in
these discussions while the involvement of german and american soldiers in colonial warfare
suggested that future combat would not spare civilians despite these anticipations of total war
virtually no one realized the practical implications in planning for war in the early twentieth century

War Information Series 1918
this multidisciplinary book introduces readers to original perspectives on crimmigration that foster
holistic contextual and critical appreciation of the concept in australia and its individual
consequences and broader effects this collection draws together contributions from nationally and
internationally respected legal scholars and social scientists united by common and overlapping
interests who identify critique and reimagine crimmigration law and practice in australia and
thereby advance understanding of this important field of inquiry specifically crimmigration is
addressed and analysed from a variety of standpoints including criminal law justice administrative
law justice immigration law international law sociology of law legal history feminist theory settler
colonialism and political sociology the book aims to explore the historical antecedents of
contemporary crimmigration and continuities with the past in australia reveal the forces driving
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crimmigration and explain its relationship to border securitisation in australia identify and examine
the different facets of crimmigration comprising the substantive overlaps between criminal and
immigration law crimmigration processes investigative techniques surveillance strategies and law
enforcement agents institutions and practices uncover the impacts of crimmigration law and
practice upon the human rights and interests of non citizens and their families analyse
crimmigration from assorted critical standpoints including settler colonialism race and feminist
perspectives by focusing upon these issues the book provides an interconnected collection of
chapters with a cohesive narrative notwithstanding that contributors approach the themes and
specific issues from different theoretical and critical standpoints and employ a range of research
methods

The Primitive Christian's Estimate of War and Self-defense
1876
though more than half a century has passed since the spaish civil war began in 1936 it is still the
subject of intense controversy what was it that roused left wing sympathisers from all over the world
to fight for a cause for which their governments would not give active support in his famous history
hugh thomas presents an objective analysis of a conflict where fascism and democracy communism
and christianity centralism and regionalism were all at stake and which was a much an international
civil war as a spanish one

The War in Paraguay 1869
originally presented as the author s thesis doctoral universit at t ubingen

The Vietnam War from the Other Side 2013-07-04
the war in syria has put russia at the centre of middle eastern politics moscow s return to the region
following a prolonged period of absence has enhanced its geopolitical status at a time it has
emerged as a rival to the west yet contrary to the media hype vladimir putin is not set to become the
new power broker in this strategically important part of the world co authored by a team of
prominent scholars and analysts from the eu us russia and the middle east this book explores russia
s role in the middle east and north africa the diverse drivers shaping its policy and the response
from local players chapters map out the history of russian involvement before and after the collapse
of the soviet union the impact on key issues such as security and defence regional conflicts arms
trade and energy as well as relations influential states and country clusters such as iran the gulf
turkey israel egypt and the maghreb it also looks at how the middle east impacts on russia s
relations with the west the book offers a balanced assessment of russian influence highlighting both
the political diplomatic and commercial gains made thanks to putin s decision in september 2015 to
intervene militarily in syria and the constraints preventing moscow from replacing the united states
as a regional hegemon

The Nazi Impact on a German Village 2021-05-11
a vivid and incisive portrait of winston churchill during wartime from acclaimed historian max
hastings winston s war captures the full range of churchill s endlessly fascinating character at once
brilliant and infuriating self important and courageous hastings s churchill comes brashly to life as
never before beginning in 1940 when popular demand elevated churchill to the role of prime
minister and concluding with the end of the war hastings shows us churchill at his most intrepid and
essential when by sheer force of will he kept britain from collapsing in the face of what looked like
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certain defeat later we see his significance ebb as the united states enters the war and the soviets
turn the tide on the eastern front but churchill hastings reminds us knew as well as anyone that the
war would be dominated by others and he managed his relationships with the other allied leaders
strategically so as to maintain britain s influence and limit stalin s gains at the same time churchill
faced political peril at home a situation for which he himself was largely to blame hastings shows
how churchill nearly squandered the miraculous escape of the british troops at dunkirk and failed to
address fundamental flaws in the british army his tactical inaptitude and departmental meddling
won him few friends in the military and by 1942 many were calling for him to cede operational
control nevertheless churchill managed to exude a public confidence that brought the nation
through the bitter war hastings rejects the traditional churchill hagiography while still managing to
capture what he calls churchill s appetite for the fray certain to be a classic winston s war is a
riveting profile of one of the greatest leaders of the twentieth century

Anticipating Total War 1999-03-28
tormented by his forbidden desires for other men and the painful memories of the childhood friend
he once loved lawyer david lauriston tries to maintain a celibate existence while he forges his
reputation in edinburgh s privileged legal world but then into his repressed and orderly life bursts
lord murdo balfour cynical hedonistic and utterly unapologetic murdo could not be less like david
and as appalled as david is by murdo s unrepentant self interest he cannot resist the man s sway
murdo tempts and provokes david in equal measure forcing him to acknowledge his physical desires
but murdo is not the only man distracting david from his work euan maclennan the brother of a
convicted radical david once represented approaches david to beg him for help euan is searching for
the government agent who sent his brother to australia on a convict ship and other radicals to the
gallows despite knowing it may damage his career david cannot turn euan away as their search
progresses it begins to look as though the trail may lead to none other than lord murdo balfour and
david has to wonder whether it s possible murdo could be more than he seems is he really just a
bored aristocrat amusing himself at david s expense or could he be the agent provocateur
responsible for the fate of peter maclennan and the other radicals

The War in Paraguay. With a Historical Sketch of the
Country and Its People. ... With Maps, Plans, and a Portrait
of Lopez 1869
first published in 1990 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa company

Crimmigration in Australia 2019-10-10
how can the west rediscover its authentic spirit exploring the period from 1899 to 1945 from the end
of the us frontier and the writing of the wonderful wizard of oz to the conclusion of world war ii and
the dropping of the atom bomb luigi morelli traces the events that led the united states to become
the world s dominating imperial force america he demonstrates is deeply connected to britain
germany and eastern europe particularly russia yet despite their tragic collective histories there is
hope for the future if only america can claim its true task searching for the spirit of the west
challenges many of the falsehoods that pass for mainstream history utilizing a wealth of documented
evidence from the research of overlooked historians economists social and spiritual thinkers the
author takes a symptomatic view of the past revealing hidden longer term trends this approach
offers a new understanding of events such as the rise of nazism the great depression the new deal
and even the roles of banking and clandestine brotherhoods in world history morelli also appraises
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the wonderful wizard of oz in parallel with america s cultural achievements through imagination l
frank baum s contemporary fairy tale enables us to intuit the true mission of the west and its
potential contribution to world culture now and in the future

The Spanish Civil War 2013-03-28
the most terrible disaster that one group of human beings can inflict on another is war wars cause
misery on an indescribable scale yet we go on doing it to one another generation after generation
why warfare is a recurrent and universal characteristic of human existence the mythologies of
practically all peoples abound in wars and the superhuman deeds of warriors and pre literate
communities apparently delighted in the recital of stories about battles since our species became
literate a mere 5 000 years ago written history has mostly been the history of wars thousands who
knew war evidently sickened of it and dreamt of lasting peace expressing their vision in literature
and art in philosophy and religion they imagined utopias freed of martial ambition and bloodshed
which harked back to the golden age of classical antiquity to the christian vision of a paradise lost
and to the arcadia of greek and latin poetry so richly celebrated in the canvases of claude and
poussin all these things bear eloquent testimony to the human longing for peace but they have not
triumphed over our dreadfully powerful propensity to war from the introduction by anthony stevens
in this multi disciplinary collection of essays on the manifestations of war in poetry fiction drama
music and documentaries scholars and practitioners from an international context describe the
transformation of the war experience into chronicles of hope and despair from herodotus up to the
present day

The General History of the Late War: Containing It's Rise,
Progress, and Event, in Europe, Asia, Africa, and America
1764
a highly original and critical introduction to the revolutionary and napoleonic conflicts it illuminates
the less well known areas of the subject such as the changing atttitude of the french people towards
napoleon as well as providing a balanced account of the campaigns of wellington and napoleon
based on current historiography this book discusses the expansion of france the extent to which
napoleon was responsible for this success and the events leading up to his subsequent exile it also
provides a clear examination of each of the coalitions which fought against france

Provoked to Jealousy 1994
pavlina bobič examines the catholic church s interpretation of the nature of the first world war
which furnished the great european conflagration with a moral dimension and bestowed upon it
ideological legitimation this volume scrutinizes contexts in which religious concepts were employed
by the slovenian clergy to advance the habsburg dynastic authority as well as to deepen the patriotic
sense of slovenians it shows the interaction of experiences at the front and at home and explains the
crucial reasons for the church s political re orientation during the war drawing extensively on
contemporary documents letters and diaries of soldiers civilians and prominent figures this account
provides fresh insight into the people s understanding of the conflict which triggered tensions that
were central to the dissolution of the habsburg empire

Halleck's International Law Or Rules Regulating the
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Intercourse of States in Peace and War 1893
first published in 1996 the first world war was the single most important event of the twentieth
century this volume concentrates on non u s aspects of the conflict organized alphabetically its more
than 600 detailed entries offer information and insight on such subjects as the causes of the conflict
major battles and campaigns weapons systems including military aviation chemical warfare the
submarine and the tank and the terms of the peace some 350 biographies provide information on the
roles played in the conflict by generals admirals and civilian leaders there are also biographies of
individuals who were shaped by the war such as charles de gaulle adolf hitler benito mussolini and
joseph stalin essays on each of the countries involved in the conflict new appraisals of such subjects
as military medicine and artillery tactics and essays on such diverse subjects as art literature and
music in the war each entry has references for additional reading and a subject index provides easy
access the volume is an excellent reference source for scholar and neophyte alike

The Saturday Review of Politics, Literature, Science and Art
1884
co winner of the 2014 2015 charles p stacey award tim cook canada s leading war historian ventures
deep into world war two in this epic two volume story of heroism and horror of loss and longing
sacrifice and endurance written in cook s compelling narrative style this book shows in impressive
detail how soldiers airmen and sailors fought the evolving tactics weapons of war logistics and
technology it gauges canadian effectiveness against the skilled enemy whom they confronted in
battlefields from 1939 to 1943 from the sweltering heat of sicily to the frigid north atlantic and from
the urban warfare of ortona to the dark skies over germany the necessary war examines the equally
important factors of morale discipline and fortitude of the canadian citizen soldiers the war was an
engine of transformation for canada with a population of fewer than twelve million canada embraced
its role as an arsenal of democracy exporting war supplies feeding its allies and raising a million
strong armed forces that served and fought in nearly every theatre of war the nation was mobilized
like never before in the fight to preserve the liberal democratic order the six year long exertion
caused disruption provoked nationwide industrialization ushered in changes to gender roles
exacerbated the tension between english and french and forged a new sense of canadian identity
canadians were willing to bear almost any burden and to pay the ultimate price in the pursuit of
victory as with his award winning two volume series on wwi tim cook uses original sources letters
from soldiers rare documents and maps of battlefields to illustrate the contributions and sacrifices
made by what is often called the greatest generation magisterial in its scope the necessary war
illuminates canada s past as never before from the western front to the home front canadians served
many roles in a war that had to be fought and won

Russia Rising 2021-07-01
the world is in a mess for more than a billion people everyday life is played out against the backdrop
of civil wars military coups and failing economies for them the peaceful democracy taken for granted
in the west seems an impossible pipe dream but solutions do exist it is up to us to achieve them
award winning academic paul collier s vision for the future of the developing world is eye opening
provocative and refreshingly unequivocal

Winston's War 2010-04-27
an alpha male vampire must persuade a vegan pacifist demon slayer to help him in battle in this
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paranormal romance by a new york times bestselling author a time for war a casualty of the war
between the demons and the vampires jase kayrs has been missing for six long years his older
brothers want answers but they re going to have to get them from an unlikely source for when kane
kayrs tracks down amber freebird what he finds is a blonde vegan pacifist who has no intention of
using her skills in his war a time for love amber enjoys her life of chaotic freedom and has no
intention of falling in line just because a sexy as sin vampire insists on order unfortunately he
discovers she may be the only hope they have of finding his brother and there s no way he s going to
let her go even if it means mating her to gain her cooperation the two are as different as can be yet
when the dominant kane and the untamed amber finally unite to rescue jase they just may find that
opposites really do attract praise for the dark protectors series hot and fast from beginning to end
new york times bestselling author kate douglas on fated paranormal romance at its best cynthia
eden if you want hot sexy dangerous romance this series is for you paranormal haven sizzling sex
scenes and a memorable cast publishers weekly on claimed

Provoked 2018-01-07
this is an accessible new examination of what security means today contextualizing the term
amongst other key ideas such as the nation state diplomacy war and autonomy by exploring the
many differing conceptions of security this study clearly explains how the idea of security in world
affairs can be understood in relation to other ideas and points of view it shows how when standing
alone the word security is meaningless or just an empty term when divorced from other ideas
distinctive to international life this essential new volume tackles the key questions in the debate
what norms of sovereignty relate to security does security necessarily follow from the recognition of
identity what sort of obligations in respect of security attach to power how far can a political
arrangement of empire remedy human insecurity can trusteeship provide security in a world of
legally equal sovereign states is security the guarantor of freedom this book is an excellent resource
for students and scholars of security studies and politics and international relations

Understanding War 1991
it has been my privilege to know franklin trainer for several years he is a man of christian character
and has proven himself faithful he takes his responsibilities very seriously while attempting his very
best to live holy and being led by the spirit i would say that he is old fashion in his beliefs but he
simply just believes the bible you will only find him using the king james bible in his studies and
devotionals my wife has spent time with his wife and their home is solid stable and full of christian
joy if you want to read devotionals written by a man that lives them out daily please read provoked
sincerely evangelist matt pringle ottumwa baptist temple ottumwa iowa cut from the old cloth of the
patriarchs franklin trainer wastes no time trying to be good he knows that he is a sinner and must
have god s own goodness for his own franklin is not concerned with simply being right rather he
insists on christ s righteousness being imputed to him this is a man who has been to bethel and who
has walked with god and every aspect of his life is fragrant with the aroma of celestial delights now
he has erected an altar and welcomes us all to worship with him at the feet of the one he adores
having wrestled with god for every benediction within franklin generously invites us to enjoy them
with him pastor caleb thompson austin texas born and raised in rural missouri franklin grew up
appreciating the value of candor and honesty choosing early on to surround himself with older
mentors his own age and maturity has now served to solidify the benefit of having learned plain
speak during his formative years reared in a crosspatch of protestantism but not saved until the age
of 29 has forged a post salvation passion and a compelling heart to reach out to others who perhaps
live in like delusion that all is well with their soul apart from being born again cf john 3 3 5 working
for some 24 years in youth ministry franklin takes seriously the admonition to teach others also
those eternal truths instilled in him by faithful men gone on before cf 2 timothy 2 2 franklin teaches
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and preaches regularly in chapel and sunday morning classes as a staffer at his local church and
christian school as well as on the radio in the nearby community married with two grown daughters
two terrific sons in law and one granddaughter life in christ is rich and rewarding indeed the trainer
s make their home in the ozark region of the show me state enjoying country living at its finest
amidst some of the best climate and scenery found anywhere under god s heaven

Searching for the Spirit of the West 2023-05-29
this authoritative a z encyclopedia of the wars of the roses provides accurate and concise
descriptions of the major battles and events and the principal historical figures and issues involved
for centuries historians agreed about the wars of the roses seeing them as four decades of medieval
darkness and chaos when the royal family and the nobility destroyed themselves fighting for control
of the royal government even shakespeare got into the act dramatizing popularizing and darkening
this viewpoint in eight plays today based on new research this has become one of the most hotly
controversial periods in english history historians disagree on fundamental issues such as dates and
facts as well as interpretation most argue that the effects of the wars were not as widespread as
once thought and some see the traditional view of the era as merely tudor propaganda a few even
claim that england during the late 15th century was a society organized for peace historian john a
wagner brings readers up to date on the latest research and thinking about this crucial period of
england s history

Press Releases 1936
shakespeare s works occupy a prismatic and complex position in world culture they straddle both
the high and the low the national and the foreign literature and theatre the second world war
presents a fascinating case study of this phenomenon most if not all of its combatants have laid
claim to shakespeare and have called upon his work to convey their society s self image in wartime
such claims frequently brought to the fore a crisis of cultural identity and of competing ownership of
this universal author despite this the role of shakespeare during the second world war has not yet
been examined or documented in any depth shakespeare and the second world war provides the first
sustained international collaborative incursion into this terrain the essays demonstrate how the wide
variety of ways in which shakespeare has been recycled reviewed and reinterpreted from 1939 1945
are both illuminated by and continue to illuminate the war today

Literatures of War 2020-11-09
buddhism imperialism and war 1979 is a lively provocative and informative study of two of the most
important buddhist countries of south east asia burma and thailand buddhism gives in theory a high
place to the maintenance of peace both between individuals and between social groups in practice
however buddhist nations are no strangers to the battlefield this book explores the complexity
surrounding the issue and reveals much for the first time that has been obscure and misunderstood

The French Wars 1792-1815 2002-01-22
the european union is a political order of peculiar stamp and continental scope its polity of 446
million the third largest on the planet though with famously little purchase on the conduct of its
representatives sixty years after the founding treaty what sort of structure has crystallised and does
the promise of ever closer union still obtain against the self image of the bloc perry anderson poses
the historical record of its assembly he traces the wider arc of european history from first world war
to eurozone crisis the hegemony of versailles to that of maastricht and casts the work of the eu s
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leading contemporary analysts both independent critics and court philosophers in older traditions of
political thought are there likenesses to the age of metternich lessons in statecraft from that of
machiavelli an excursus on the uk s jarring departure from the union considers the responses it has
met with inside the country s intelligentsia from the contrite to the incandescent how do brussels
and westminster compare as constitutional forms differently put which could be said to be worse

War and Faith 2012-01-20

European Powers in the First World War 2018-12-07

The Necessary War, Volume 1 2014-09-09

Wars, Guns and Votes 2011-02-28

Provoked 2012-11-01

The Empire of Security and the Safety of the People
2006-09-27

Provoked 2012-04

Encyclopedia of the Wars of the Roses 2001-07-12

Blackwood's Magazine 1866

Shakespeare and the Second World War 2012-01-01

Buddhism, Imperialism and War 2023-05-03

The London Quarterly Review 1878

The Quarterly Review 1878
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